Revision 3

Guidelines and Procedures to Ship Devices to
Microsemi for Failure Analysis
Introduction
Use FA CASE numbers or return materials authorization (RMA) number to return the devices
that require failure analysis (FA).
Note: Non ITAR devices do not need the RMA number, instead FA CASE number can be used.

However, if non ITAR devices are to be returned for FA and the quantity to return is more than
five devices, then the RMA number is required (that is, you should follow the RMA process). If
the devices are: ITAR or non ITAR devices that are programmed with ITAR design, then the
RMA number is required.
Also, for hardware equipments the RMA number is required.

Shipping Devices using the RMA Number
1. Include a detailed packing list reflecting all products and quantities that are returned to
Microsemi. Ensure that the RMA number is on the packing list.
2. Devices must be returned using the same tray types, as they were shipped with from
Microsemi. Refer to the RMA form for other return shipment instructions.
3. Shipment must be addressed to and shipped per the Return Instructions received with
the RMA.
4. Microsemi Tech Support notifies you about the Recipient Name when required.
5. The RMA number must be written on the outside of the shipping container so that it is
clearly visible; the RMA number must also be referenced on all documentation such
as the waybill and commercial invoice.
6. Each outer carton must be numbered. For example, when three cartons are shipped,
the cartons must be numbered as follows:1/3, 2/3, and 3/3.
7. Do not mix RMAs inside of the same inner carton. RMAs can be combined in the
same shipping container provided the individual RMA number is referenced outside
the inner cartons as described in Step 5 and Step 6.
Failure to comply with any of the above might result in refusal of the customer's shipment
under RMA number at Microsemi's dock and return of the product to you at your expense.
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Shipping Devices using the FA CASE Number (Excludes RH
and RT Devices)
1. Include a detailed packing list reflecting all products and quantities that are returned to
Microsemi. Ensure that the FA CASE number is on the packing list.
2. Devices should be shipped in original packaging whenever possible. If not possible,
devices should be shipped in a clamshell, or in similar ESD-safe packaging that does
not alter the condition of the device pins.
3. Shipment must be addressed to and shipped per the instruction provided by the
Microsemi Tech Support.
4. Write the FA CASE number and “Attention” (provided by Microsemi Tech Support)
clearly and boldly on the outside of the package.
5. Each outer carton must be numbered. For example, when three cartons are shipped,
the cartons must be numbered as follows:1/3, 2/3, and 3/3.
6. Do not mix FAs inside of the same inner carton. FAs can be combined in the same
shipping container provided the individual FA CASE number is referenced outside the
inner cartons as described in Step 4 and Step 5.
7. Devices using FA CASE numbers must be returned to Microsemi using the following
approved carriers:
North America
• FedEx®
–

Ground or Overnight

–

Freight To Collect

Note:

Bill to Microsemi account # 1023-0581-7.

International
• DHL international service
–
Note:

Freight To Collect
Bill to Microsemi account # 964156629.

Failure to comply with any of the above might result in refusal of the customer's shipment
under FA CASE number at Microsemi's dock and return of the product to you at your expense.
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Microsemi Corporation (Nasdaq: MSCC) offers a comprehensive portfolio of semiconductor
and system solutions for communications, defense & security, aerospace and industrial
markets. Products include high-performance and radiation-hardened analog mixed-signal
integrated circuits, FPGAs, SoCs and ASICs; power management products; timing and
synchronization devices and precise time solutions, setting the world’s standard for time; voice
processing devices; RF solutions; discrete components; security technologies and scalable
anti-tamper products; Power-over-Ethernet ICs and midspans; as well as custom design
capabilities and services. Microsemi is headquartered in Aliso Viejo, Calif., and has
approximately 3,400 employees globally. Learn more at www.microsemi.com.
Microsemi Corporate Headquarters
One Enterprise, Aliso Viejo,
CA 92656 USA
Within the USA: +1 (800) 713-4113
Outside the USA: +1 (949) 380-6100
Sales: +1 (949) 380-6136
Fax: +1 (949) 215-4996
E-mail: sales.support@microsemi.com
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Microsemi makes no warranty, representation, or guarantee regarding the information contained herein or
the suitability of its products and services for any particular purpose, nor does Microsemi assume any
liability whatsoever arising out of the application or use of any product or circuit. The products sold
hereunder and any other products sold by Microsemi have been subject to limited testing and should not
be used in conjunction with mission-critical equipment or applications. Any performance specifications are
believed to be reliable but are not verified, and Buyer must conduct and complete all performance and
other testing of the products, alone and together with, or installed in, any end-products. Buyer shall not rely
on any data and performance specifications or parameters provided by Microsemi. It is the Buyer's
responsibility to independently determine suitability of any products and to test and verify the same. The
information provided by Microsemi hereunder is provided "as is, where is" and with all faults, and the entire
risk associated with such information is entirely with the Buyer. Microsemi does not grant, explicitly or
implicitly, to any party any patent rights, licenses, or any other IP rights, whether with regard to such
information itself or anything described by such information. Information provided in this document is
proprietary to Microsemi, and Microsemi reserves the right to make any changes to the information in this
document or to any products and services at any time without notice.
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